ABSTRACT Remote sensing scene classification is still a challenging task in remote sensing applications. How to effectively extract features from a dataset with limited scale is crucial for improvement of scene classification. Recently, convolutional neural network (CNN) performs impressively in different fields of computer vision and has been used for remote sensing. However, most works focus on the feature maps of the last convolution layer and pay little attention to the benefits of additional layers. In fact, the feature information hidden in different layers has potential for feature discrimination capacity. The most attention of this work is how to explore the potential of multiple layers from a CNN model. Therefore, this paper proposes multi-layers feature fusion based on CNN and designs a fusion module to solve relevant issues of fusion. In this module, firstly, all the feature maps are transformed to match sizes mutually due to infeasible fusion of feature maps with different scales; then, two fusion methods are introduced to integrate feature maps from different layers instead of the last convolution layer only; finally, the fusion of features are delivered to the next layer or classifier as the routine CNN does. The experimental results show that the suggested methods achieve promising performance on public datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Remote sensing scene classification is one of the most important remote sensing applications [1] . With the advance of remote sensing technology, it is more accessible to collect high resolution satellite imagery, which provides more feasibility to get Land-Use/Land-Cover (LULC) information for spatial pattern analysis [2] - [5] , such as urban planning, precision agriculture, and natural environmental monitoring. The core technique of scene classification is high-efficiency to construct discriminating feature representation between raw visual data and its semantic category. However, the traditional extracting methods based on pixel or object domain are hard to achieve high accuracy rate due to semantic gap, which indicates that the semantic abstraction is high-level information and more applicable to scene classification. Then, mid-level are hard to gain better accuracy, especially for the condition of inadequate amount of public remote sensing data. Fortunately, the work [12] compares three training strategies and proves that fine-tuning strategy is the best way when there is inadequate data used to train the model from scratch. Some works [6] , [14] train a fully new model and do not get better results than the works based on fine-tuning strategy [13] , [15] . What's more, fine-tuning strategy is to train the model based on the existing parameter which has been usually trained on ImageNet [17] . With these advantages, fine-tuning strategy has become a popular method applied in scene classification and achieved competitive results in comparison with the early state-of-the-art methods. However, almost all the works focus on the feature maps from the last convolution layer when fine-tuning strategy is used, and overlook additional layers with valuable semantic information. Recently, some works pay attention to integration of different features [33] - [35] , but mostly fuse feature maps with the same size and introduce encoding methods leading to damage of original spatial structure of features, and few works study on various sizes, which means the available information in different size feature maps is not exploited to full advantage.
Inspired by the idea that integrating additional layers can be benefit for enhancing feature extraction, we use fine-tuning strategy and propose a feature fusion framework to integrate multi-layer features with various sizes for scene classification, called multi-layer feature fusion (MLFF). MLFF is applied to excavate the potential information ignored by the routine structure of CNN, and enrich local and global features by exploring different parts of CNN. In this framework, firstly, all the used features are implemented size transformation to unify the fusion shape. Secondly, these features are integrated by the fusion methods. Thirdly, the fusion features are delivered to the next layer or classifier to continue training by fine-tuning.
The main contribution of this work lines in: 1) we make full use of the basic operations of CNN including pooling and convolution with 1 × 1 kernel to transform features with different sizes into the shape which can be fused together, and avoid introducing the traditional operators to increase the complexity of model structure; 2) we present a framework with two fusion methods, concatenation process and addition process, to integrate multi-layer features; 3) we discuss multilayer feature fusion applied for fusion in local parts and global model of CNN.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the related studies about CNN and feature fusion are introduced and summarized. In Section III, we present our methodology. In Section IV, the experimental data and setting are introduced, and experimental results and analysis are detailed. Our conclusion is presented in Section V.
II. STUDY AREA AND RELATED WORKS
CNN consists of the convolution layer and pooling layer. The numbers of different layers vary in amount. Each layer deals with the output of the previous layer and then delivers the result to the next layer in order. In other words, the features extracted by different layers become closer to the scene level semantic information from shallow layer to deep layer. Generally, the calculated relationship between input x and output of convolution layer recorded asŷ, can be expressed by formula (1):ŷ
where w and b refer to weight and bias, ReLU is one of nonlinear activation function, which usually applies ReLU, and i represents the index of input. Then the cost function is shown as formula (2):
where y refers to classification label of image data, and cross entropy is always be used as the cost function. CNN will optimize the cost value J by gradient descent to iterate out parameters (weight and bias).
As we see, CNN provides an effect way between raw data and abstract representation, and is widely used for different given problems by combining many operations including deeper layers, Inception architecture, and various conventional operators. In the early stage of remote sensing, some works [10] , [18] , [19] consider contextual and structural information in spatial domain extracted by CNN on high resolution remote sensing imagery to improve results. Then, in the field of scene classification, more works apply CNN to extract spatial or structure information for spectral-spatial classification of hyperspectral images [20] - [23] . Although, training a new CNN is usually the best way to get good performance, due to lack of plenty of data compared with huge datasets like ImageNet, overfitting causes serious decay in accuracy, which means fine-tuning strategy is a better choice [12] . Based on ImageNet, some famous architectures provide foundations for fine-tuning and are prone to yield a more robust network against specific task. With introduction of various operations by fine-tuning, including transfer learning [24] , datasets augmentation [25] , acoustics operator [26] , object-oriented approach [27] , local description and feature encoding [28] , etc., more works offer new contributions to scene classification.
Furthermore, some works contain the aspiration for integration of different features but do not have deeper exploration. Two popular strategies are used to integrate features. One is that integrating several CNN models to create multiple stages, which gets different feature abstractions from each model to collect more feature representations. However, the multi-stage is really complex and computational burden restricts the further improvement. Another strategy is multi-scales and this idea is further abstracted from pyramid structure; it handles the data with multiple sizes and delivers features with various scales into the CNN model, which enriches the data diversity; also, introducing encoding methods to enhance feature extraction based on multi-scales is a way to catch attention. In early stage, researches [29] - [32] study simple multi-scales fusion in the input and they show fusion for remote sensing is effective. Liu et al. [33] use the idea of multi-feature fusion to detect objects and prove that feature fusion is feasible for extraction of similar scenarios features. The famous DenseNet [34] provides the dense block in which the input of current layer is the integration of the output of all previous layers; it can improve the accuracy, but focuses on the same size fusion only and brings the computational burden. Also, encoding methods are usually used to reconstruct features [28] , [35] ; however, expanding the features into column vectors and PCA used for dimensionality reduction often accompany with coding process, which damage the spatial structure and dislodge some feature information. Additionally, the integration effect of these works relays on the encoding methods, which makes structural complexity difficult to add new methods to improve further; how to design a reconfigurable model remains a challenge.
In summary, most works deliver the feature maps of the last layer into the classifier and few pay attention to feature information contained in additional layers. In fact, the feature information hidden in different layers has potential for feature discrimination capacity. Yosinski et al. [13] verify that the anterior layers of CNN learn local structure properties, and latter layers learn global layout properties, such as the scene characteristics to distinguish commercial areas and ports, which hints benefits of fusion among middle and end layers in CNN because of the importance of both local and global properties. But the works we list usually use the features with same size or make damage to the original structure due to encoding features, which limit the effect of feature fusion. Therefore, multi-layers feature fusion of features with various sizes can enrich different-level feature information to accomplish scene classification better and need to be studied further.
III. SCENE CLASSIFICATION BASED ON MULTI-LAYERS FEATURE FUSION
In this section, multi-layers feature fusion is proposed. Firstly, we present a framework of multi-layer feature fusion; secondly, we provide the two major technologies: fusion methods and size transformation, which solve the issues for how to fuse and how to match different sizes of features into the shape in which fusion can be applied; thirdly, through multi-layer feature fusion, two fusion strategies are elaborated to fuse local parts and global model of CNN, which is help to comprehend multi-layer feature fusion from the perspective of application.
A. THE FRAMEWORK OF MULTI-LAYERS FEATURE FUSION
A framework of multi-layers feature fusion for scene classification is shown as Fig. 1 . The CNN always contains the convolution layer, pooling layer, and full-connection layer. Here, we simplify general structure of CNN into the ordered arrangement of convolution layers, which omits the other layers. In multi-layer feature fusion, we call the construction to achieve fusion process as the fusion module. In the fusion process, these three steps implement fusion. Firstly, transform the different sizes of features into the feasible shape for fusion, called size transformation; secondly, integrate the features together by the fusion method; thirdly, deliver the integration of features into the next layer or classifier.
Furthermore, the two major technologies are detailed here. On the one hand, the fusion methods contain concatenation and addition process; on the other hand, two types of size transformation are applicable to corresponding methods. Especially, as Fig. 2 shows, size transformation consists of pooling-sampling function and channel-change function. The pooling-sampling function is applied to change the length and width of feature maps; and the channel-change function changes the number of channels of feature maps. These two functions will adjust the feature maps into the condition that they can be fused together. In fact, for fine-tuning strategy, because the reused parameters of the trained model have the fixed tensor shapes, the new feature maps after fusion may not match the original shape, so it cannot be re-inputted into the model directly. Therefore, there are some differences of concrete structures between the two types of size transformation for corresponding fusion methods. The concrete structures of size transformation are detailed in next section.
B. FUSION METHODS AND SIZE TRANSFORMATION
Each layer of CNN generates the specific feature map. We try to fuse the feature maps of different layers to enrich the feature information. Specifically, the fusion methods can be divided into concatenation and addition process.
1) CONCATENATION PROCESS AND CONCATENATION SIZE TRANSFORMATION
Concatenation process usually designates a consolidated dimension to implement fusion. The principle of concatenation process is shown as formula (3): where X k is a set of output feature maps of one layer and k refers to the index of the layer. From formula (3), each X has special features and Z concat can be regarded as a fusion set with all the features. This denotes Z concat increases the feature diversity and then, classifier gets more features instead of only the feature map of the last layer. Therefore, the essence of concatenation process is enriching feature diversity to make classifier obtain better recognition ability.
For every convolution layer, the relationship of input and output has been shown as formula (1) . So when we put the fusion feature map into the model again, it can be represented as formula (4):
As we can see, for concatenation process, the shapes of W k1 and B k1 will be altered with the change of fusion and require the same sizes of length and width for each feature map except the number of channels. Namely, concatenation process makes the number of fusion channels equal to the sum of channels in each feature map. Therefore, for fine-tuning strategy, it should transform the size of length and width of each feature maps participating in fusion into the same when using concatenation process.
The construction of concatenation fusion module is shown as Fig. 3 . Feature maps need to implement pooling-sampling to match sizes first. Then concatenation fusion function is used to integrate the feature maps. Finally, after fusion, if the number of fusion channels does not match the original model parameters, channel-change function adjusts channels, but if the module locals before the classifier, it does not need to match the original model parameters; therefore, a convolution function with 1 × 1 kernel size is used to change number of channels to match the shape of parameters if needed.
2) ADDITION PROCESS AND ADDITION SIZE TRANSFORMATION
For addition process, the feature maps after fusing will be calculated as formula (5):
where ⊕ refers to element-wise addition. It denotes every channel of Z add contain more feature information. Therefore, the essence of addition process is strengthening feature information to make classifier comprehend the feature details better. The relationship of input and output has been shown as formula (1) . So when we put the fusion feature map into the model again, it can be represented as formula (6):
In addition process, every feature map from different layers share the same shape of weights and bias matrix. In other words, the length size, width size, and the number of channels for each feature map are all same. They require to be transformed into the same when using addition process.
The construction of addition fusion module is shown as Fig. 4 . Pooling-sampling may be used to match length and width size first. And then, channel-change function appears before fusion function to make all feature maps have the same number of channels. Finally, the addition fusion function comes out to fuse the feature maps. Because addition process does not increase the number of channels, the fusion feature map is delivered into the classifier directly, unlike concatenation process.
3) MULTI-LAYER FEATURE FUSION FOR LOCAL AND GLOBAL FEATURES
We present two strategies to apply MFLL on different-levels features of CNN. The first one is to strengthen the local parts of CNN, called intralyer fusion. The strengthened features will be delivered to the next layer. The augmentation of partial feature information helps CNN increase capability of extracting feature details. As the Fig. 5 shown, the fusion module receives feature maps from Layer1 and Layer2 which contain some convolution sub-layers. Then, the module delivers the result to Layer3 and thus, it enhances the local feature information of Layer1 and Layer2. Generally, we can use multiple modules to strengthen various local features.
The second is to enhance global feature information, called interlayer fusion. Some feature information is lost due to pooling during forward propagation of CNN, and multi-layers feature fusion adds the feature information of previous layers into the fusion feature map through interlayer fusion, which focuses on fusing global features and increases the feature diversity of final feature maps. Therefore, it can regain and compensate for the feature loss. In the Fig. 6 , the module receives feature maps from three different types of convolution layers. Then the module integrates them and transmits the result to classifier. Generally, the single one fusion module usually works in the CNN.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS A. REMOTE SENSING IMAGE DATASETS AND TWO USED ARCHITECTURES OF CNN
The experiments are based on the two frequently-used datasets: the University of California Merced (UCM) Land-Use dataset, also called as land use or land cover (LULC) [7] and Northwestern Polytechnical University Remote Sensing Image Scene Classification dataset (NWPU-RESISC) [36] .
UCM, a common-used dataset for remote sensing scene classification, is manually extracted from large aerial orthoimage covering various urban areas around USA with one-foot pixel spatial resolution [7] . UCM contains 21 classes and every class is composed of 100 images with resolution of 256 × 256 and RGB bands. This dataset is widely used for scene classification in the remote sensing community.
NWPU-RESISC dataset is delivered into 45 classes and every class is composed of 700 images with size 256 × 256 and RGB bands [36] . This dataset has more classes with similar scenes compared with UCM. NWPU can be regarded as a bigger dataset and more diversity and similarity of image classes will take more challenge to examine the model performance.
We use the Inception-v3 [37] and VGG-16 [38] to test multi-layer feature fusion.
One of the characteristics of Inception-v3 is the Inception. There are three types of Inception modules in order, and each type contains three sub-layers, five sub-layers and three sub-layers respectively; the last sub-layer of every Inception module is followed by pooling layer to reduce dimensions of parameters, which causes the various sizes of feature maps. We mainly operate multi-layers feature fusion on these three types of Inception modules and their sub-layers. According to the original literature [37] , these three types of Inception modules are named Mixed5, Mixed6, and Mixed7 in connection order and we name the sub-layers of them in lowercase order, as shown in Table 1 . VGG-16 consists of 13 convolution layers divided into 5 types according to different sizes of kernels of convolution layers. The first two types contain 2 convolution layers and the latter three types contain 3 convolution layers; there is a pooling layer between neighbor types, which causes various sizes of different feature maps. The latter three types are used for testing multi-layers feature fusion and respectively named Conv3, Conv4, and Conv5 [37] , and their sub-layers are named in lowercase order, as shown in Table 1 .
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
In order to evaluate accuracies of MLFF in different conditions, we set various combinations of the proposed intralayer and interlayer fusion. The experimental details are listed as follows.
Intralayer feature fusion helps to enhance the feature representation of local model. For Inception-v3, we apply MLFF in Mixed5, Mixed6, Mixed7, Mixed5+7 (Mixed5+Mixed7), Mixed6+7 (Mixed6+Mixed7), and Mixed5+6+7 (Mixed5+Mixed6+Mixed7), respectively. For example, Mixed5+7 means that implement MLFF in both Mixed5 and Mixed7 of Inception-v3. The concrete correspondences of items and inclusive layers are shown in the Table 2 . At the meanwhile, for VGG-16, we apply MLFF in Conv3, Conv4, Conv5, Conv3+5, Conv4+5, and Conv3+4+5, respectively. For example, Conv3+4+5 means MLFF is applied in all three types Conv3, Conv4, and Conv5 of VGG-16. The concrete correspondences of items and inclusive layers are shown in the Table 2 .
All of these items are compared with original model without MLFF called ''Original''.
Interlayer fusion helps to enhance the feature representation of global model. For Inception-v3, we set 5c+7c, 6c+7c, and 5c+6c+7c for MLFF of Interlayer fusion, respectively. For instance, 5c+7c means fusing feature maps 5c into 7c to investigate. The concrete correspondences of items and inclusive layers are shown in the Table 3 . Similarly, for VGG16, we also set 3c+5c, 4c+5c, and 3c+4c+5c, respectively. For instance, 3c+4c+5c means fusing feature maps of 3c and 4c into 5c. The concrete correspondences of items and inclusive layers are shown in the Table 3 . All of these items are compared with original model without MLFF, called ''Original''.
On the whole, the two datasets are both divided into training and test sets with the rate 80% and 20%.We use 10-fold cross-validation in the experiments. The training dataset is divided into 10 parts. Then one of the parts is used as the validation set, and the other 9 parts are training sets. The average of results is obtained after rotating each part as a validation set for10 times. The learning rate of our model is set to exponential decay with the coefficient 0.8 from 0.01 to 0.0001.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1) INTRALAYER FUSION
The experiment results of intralayer fusion are given in Table 4 .
As the Fig. 9(a) shows, for UCM dataset based on Inception-v3, intralayer fusion Mixed6, Mixed7, and Mixed6+7 for local parts can significantly improve the accuracy compared with original model, in both concatenation and addition process; the best accuracy is achieved by addition process in Mixed7 and obtain 0.93% improvement. Nevertheless, the accuracy of MLFF is significantly reduced if Mixed5 is introduced in fusion. On the whole, the fusion effect of addition is better than concatenation process for various items, because fold line of addition process is always above the line of concatenation.
As the Fig. 9(a) shows, for NWPU-RESISC dataset based on Inception-v3, compared with original model, intralayer fusion of Mixed6, Mixed7, and Mixed6+7 in concatenation process can bring better effect; however, by addition process, only Mixed6+7 has higher accuracy than original; the best result is concatenation process of Mixed7 and improves the accuracy rate with 0.79%. If Mixed5 is introduced in fusion, the accuracy of fusion decreases obviously. Contrary to UCM, the fusion effect of concatenation is better than addition process in general.
As the Fig. 9(b) shows, for UCM dataset based on VGG-16, only when Conv5 applies intralayer fusion singly, MLFF can effectively improve the accuracy compared with original model both in concatenation and addition process; and the best accuracy is concatenation process of Conv5 and increases 0.92%. When involving Conv4, the accuracy cannot be promoted, but the decline is relatively small; however, when involving Conv3, the accuracy deceases a lot. In concatenation and addition process, which is more suitable for MLFF is not clear because most accuracies of combinations decease, but the best accuracy occurs by concatenation process.
As the Fig. 9(b) shows, for NWPU-RESISC dataset based on VGG-16, results are similar to UCM, and the best accuracy achieved by concatenation process of Conv5 increases 0.89%, compared with original model. According to the results, we find the intralayer fusion effect becomes well if the layers participating in fusion are deeper, which denotes that fusion in high-level features can obtain more benefits; shallow layers represent scene features roughly; deeper layers contain more feature information and perform robustness of feature construct. Based on Inception-v3, concatenation process can achieve better accuracy for UCM, while addition process obtains better results for NWPU-RESISC, while it seems difficult to judge which more suitable based on VGG-16 is; this indicates that different data distribution and CNN model require different fusion methods for intralayer fusion.
2) INTERLAYER FUSION
The experiment results of interlayer fusion are given in Table 5 .
As the Fig. 10(a) shows, for UCM dataset based on Inception-v3, the accuracies we test are all higher than original model in both concatenation and addition process; the best accuracy appears in addition process of 6e+7c and increases 1.03%. Especially, when Mixed5 is introduced, the accuracy increases rather than decays compared with intralayer fusion. Concatenation process has its own advantages in 5c+7c and 6e+7c, and addition process performs better in 5c+6e+7c.
As the Fig. 10(a) shows, for NWPU-RESISC dataset based on Inception-v3, both the concatenation and addition process of 6e+7c, and 5c+6e+7c obtain better results than original model, and processes of 5c+7c decrease the accuracy with small range; within these conditions, addition process of 6e+7c achieve the highest accuracy and reach 95.52%. As we can see, the effect of addition is better than concatenation process.
As the Fig. 10(b) shows, for UCM dataset based on VGG-16, only concatenation process of 4c+5c can provide better results than original model; addition process among 3c+5c, 4c+5c, and 3c+4c+5c all decline, but 4c+5c decreases a little and is close to accuracy of original model.
As the Fig. 10(b) shows, for NWPU-RESISC dataset based on VGG-16, all items of interlayer fusion do not achieve better results than original model. This really shows that in VGG-16, fusion may cause feature damage and decrease the accuracy.
According to the results, interlayer fusion among the latter layers can achieve better accuracy rather than introducing shallow layers, because features of deeper layers are easy to change scene feature structure to damage; however, interlayer fusion can remedy this damage compared with a lot of decay for intralayer fusion. On the whole, for interlayer fusion, the number of accuracies achieved by concatenation process is more than addition process for UCM; conversely, addition process obtains more good performances for NWPU-RESISC. But the best accuracies for both two datasets are all achieved by addition process. Additionally, the fusion effect of Inception-v3 is obviously better than VGG-16, which denotes that the characteristics of different CNN models influence the fusion effect.
3) SUMMARY
In summary, MLFF can effectively improve the accuracy rate in some combinations of different layers. For UCM, the highest accuracy is achieved and reaches 98.46% by addition process of 6e+7c in the interlayer fusion, based on Inceptionv3. And for NWPU-RESISC, the best result reaches 95.52% by addition process of 6e+7c in the interlayer fusion, based on Inception-v3. These results suggest that addition process in interlayer fusion to enhance global features is optimal choice to integrate multiple features. Without consideration about the highest accuracies, on the whole, concatenation process achieves many good results in quantity for UCM and addition process obtains many good results in quantity for NWPU-RESISC. This indicates that different data distribution requires different fusion methods. Selecting which fusion methods should rely on the data distribution.
Besides, the results of Incepiton-v3 are higher than those of VGG-16 because Incepiton-v3 has better feature extraction ability with Inception modules, deeper layers, and less parameter; the Inception modules can extract more abundant features and deeper layers are good at abstracting high-level features; less parameter mean training a CNN easily. Therefore, selection of a better CNN model is also important for MLFF.
For fusing different parts, intralayer and interlayer fusion can get high accuracies (e.g. both more than 98% for UCM, 95% for NWPU-RESISC), which shows that enhancing local features and global features can get benefits both; however, interlayer fusion gets the best accuracy for both two datasets, which denotes enriching global features is more effective.
Additionally, when fusion involving Mixed5 and Conv3 in intralayer fusion, the results become worse; while interlayer fusion is applied involving Mixed5 and Conv3, the accuracy rises again although cannot exceed the accuracy of original model; references [12] , [35] show that the features of Mixed5 in Inception-v3 are quite different from Mixed7, and the features of Conv3 in VGG-16 are quite different from Conv5, which indicate that some shallower layers fused can catch too rough features to make damage for the scene features, but MLFF of global features can repair features to a certain extent by interlayer fusion; this phenomenon also proves the effectiveness of MLFF. 
D. METHOD COMPARATION
Many works have summarized the performances of previous works for UCM dataset. The similarity of enhancing feature extraction are embodied in the methods listed, including mid-level encoding methods, integration of different models, training CNN from scratch or by fine-tuning, and encoding for multi-features based on CNN. In the Table 6 , comparing these methods, we can see that the methods based on CNN perform better than the methods only with mid-level encoding, which shows that CNN is an effective approaching to high accuracy. Original CNNs (near 95%) perform well but have potential promotion. Furthermore, CNNs with encoding methods (most more than 96%) are popular to catch scholars; some scholars encode features from different layers of CNN and improve accuracy a lot. Compared with these, our work focuses on utilizing potential feature information instead of improving features by encoding, and a higher accuracy (98.46%, better than the highest of other works 98.14% in the Table 6 ) is obtained by MLFF, which indicates that our proposed method achieves promising performance.
For NWPU-RESISC, it is a new dataset and few previous works evaluated their methods in it, but it has big scale of data which is an important aspect to test a methodology. Therefore, according to the paper in which NWPU-RESISC proposed, Cheng et al. [36] apply VGG-16 and achieve a baseline (90.36%). We rerun the Inception-v3 (94.48%) and VGG-16 (92.73%) as the baselines to compare with MLFF. And results in Table 6 show that our MLFF can enrich the feature information from multiple layers and get the higher accuracy (95.32% and 93.62% for the two models respectively).
V. CONCLUSION
As an effective method of feature extraction, CNN emerges impressive ability for scenes classification of remote sensing. This paper focuses on exploring the potential of multiple layers of CNN and proposes multi-layers feature fusion based on CNN. Compared with related researches about scenes classification based on CNN, the novelties lie in enhancing the features by integration of information extracted from different layers of CNN to build more discriminative feature representation for classification, and solving the relevant issue of various sizes matching. Through experiments on two public datasets, the results demonstrate that the proposed methodology achieves a higher accuracy, and the integration of multi-layers features are effect for scenes classification. And we suggest applying addition process to fuse features of nonadjacent layers and enrich global features. Furthermore, we find some options which influence feature fusion, including choosing fusion methods according to data distribution, selecting an appropriate CNN model, and enriching global features rather than local parts.
In addition, it should be pointed out that it inevitably increases the computational burden, although multi-layer feature fusion has achieved good results. In the future work, we would optimize the structure of fusion module to decrease the cost. Furthermore, some works indicate that the combination of multi-layer feature fusion and encoding methods may improve the fusion effect and we plan to encode the integration of features based on multi-layer feature fusion next.
